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Exe. I tried to repair my computer in another way. First, I

used the "system restore" program to restore my computer to
another time which I can remember, but it didn't work. So I
used the "advanced system restore" program to restore my

computer to this time (which I can remember). The backup I
had taken before was corrupted. (I don't know what happened

to it.) It asked me if I wanted to restore using the backup I
had taken before or I wanted to restore using the backup I

had made now. So I chose to restore using the backup that I
had made now. After that, I clicked the option to restore all

programs and files, and after 2 hours, my computer was
restored. It asked me to select the restore point. So I chose

the restore point when my computer was restored to the time
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I had made the backup I had taken now. I had problems with
some programs such as my antivirus program, but it was

restored in about 5 hours after I had made the backup I had
made now. I think it is better to use the backup you have
made now than the backup you had taken before.# [13.1.
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